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My second stay at Wiko (january through early April) had a satisfying outcome, although 
– as I anticipated – no neat conclusion. My prior 2000–01 stay was for the entire academic 
year, so I already knew the rhythm of activity at Wiko. Indeed, the earlier stay was 
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 followed by a two-year collective project, “Public Islam and the common Good,”  financed 
by the Humboldt-Stiftung but administered by Wiko. In a sense, I feel that I never left 
Berlin completely. 

My 2010 Wiko residence came at the middle of a concurrent two-year carnegie cor-
poration fellowship, the point where I began shifting gears from research to writing. 
Some scholars have a “big bang” approach to writing and follow a set outline. My ap-
proach is spiral. I have core arguments, but my presentation of them shifts as I learn more 
and try out ideas on different audiences. 

My main idea is that the most profound transformations in the Muslim world today 
occur through the actions of middle-class professionals and religious intellectuals not 
trained in the conventional religious sciences. they are taking charge of developing their 
faith and practices for a modern, even postmodern, world that is as challenging for Mus-
lims as for non-Muslims. We are familiar with fundamentalists, radicals and secularists, 
but less so with intellectuals rethinking religion outside traditional boundaries, organ-
izers shaping new movements, others working quietly behind the scenes in support roles 
and reformers facing major institutional challenges as they go public. 

the focus on ideas and organizational forms has been well studied by many, including 
myself. My current objective is to explore the impact of the concrete sets of skills and ap-
titudes now being cultivated among members of the educated middle classes, religious 
and non-religious, clerical and non-clerical, in majority-Muslim countries – and those ac-
tive in europe and North America. these skills contribute to mainstreaming Islam, the 
production of what is less exotic and therefore more normal and acceptable, which is itself 
a form of social and religious tolerance.

there are four major features that I am exploring, chosen in part by prior access to 
often challenging research environments. First are intellectuals who “take charge” of de-
veloping ideas and persuading large audiences in states where organized non-govern-
mental movements are strongly discouraged. In Syria, for example, intellectuals who act 
on their own, whether religious or secular, are allowed considerable liberty to write if 
they avoid criticism of the government. the clerics in Najaf, Iraq, increasingly are like-
wise reaching outside the conventional contours of advanced religious study.

the second set of skills is the overt, up-front organizing of people and communicating 
effectively. States, including both liberal and totalitarian ones, depend on middle-class 
professionals just as successful religious and civic movements do, as in Indonesia and Mo-
rocco. State-sponsored efforts at religious dialogue, such as the Saudi-initiated 2008 inter-
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faith conference in Madrid and the intrafaith 2004 “Amman Message” of jordan’s King 
Abdallah calling for moderation, are organized and managed by middle-class profes-
sionals, as are non-state interfaith initiatives, such as those of the followers of Fethullah 
Gülen in turkey and elsewhere. Forums and organizations that promote ideas and the 
exchange of ideas, such as the Arab thought Forum for Palestinians, represent such up-
front organizing. the civil society debate intersects with organizing for mainstreaming 
Islam, but it is not simply identifiable with that debate since the focus is not on civility in 
itself or democratization, but with the “selling” of the ideas and practices of a certain way 
of putting faith to work in society.

A third related skill is working quietly behind the scenes to further an interest or 
cause where weak forms of civic empowerment are linked to strong forms of structure, 
such as in the united Arab emirates, where major state-sponsored initiatives are under-
way to use the “Islamic Studies” curriculum of primary and secondary schools to create a 
template for inculcating values of critical thinking, gender parity and religious tolerance. 
Likewise, the February 2004 revision of Moroccan family law, the mudawwana, to en-
hance the rights of women, was in preparation for years but enacted only in the wake of 
major terrorist attacks in casablanca in May 2003. 

A final skill is that of publicity trumping secrecy. turkey’s Fethullah Gülen, initially 
trained as a state-sponsored preacher and recently named as one of the world’s top 100 
intellectuals, has inspired a network of schools, newspapers and radio and television out-
lets to convey to his followers a respect for educational excellence and religious tolerance. 
Publicity can overcome the suspicion of groups and ideas, and in this way it contributes 
significantly to “normalizing” groups and ideas. Mainstreaming, however, also exacts a 
price. the advocates of mainstreaming can be criticized for vagueness and a lack of spe-
cificity, especially as “mainstream” Islam often downplays cultural specificities in favour 
of an affirmation of individual empowerment. Opponents to mainstreaming can vaunt 
their outsider status. Such opposition can be tenacious. 

I settled quickly into a work routine at Wiko, although I forgot that Berlin sidewalks 
are not salted or otherwise chemically treated against ice. At first I mistook as ski enthu-
siasts the large numbers of pedestrians in Grunewald using hiking poles. After a few slips 
I understood why the poles were ubiquitous. 

When not sliding on sidewalks, I completed an article on my project for encounters, a 
new english-language journal published in Abu Dhabi, and a review essay also on the 
same topic. I regularly met with Berlin-area colleagues whose interests complemented my 
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own. One colleague, jörn thielmann (erlangen), joined me for a week at Wiko, where 
we began work on a fifth edition of my the Middle east and north Africa, which he will 
co-author and subsequently translate into German. I also gave a keynote presentation at 
the “time for Medialisation” conference co-sponsored by the Berlin Graduate School for 
Muslim Societies and cultures and several Berlin-area institutions in early April. Berlin 
brought sharply into focus the goal of my “Mainstreaming Islam” project, and the weekly 
colloquium of Wiko Fellows presenting their work to non-specialists and specialists re-
minded me of the breadth of critical audience to which we should all aspire.




